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The early Emperors who understood that their people needed games of war to remain fit for true battle imagined that the war games would stop when the Empire charged into actual war. Which shows that Emperors know much of war but little of people.
—Kullis

 Ankheg
Ankhegs love to burrow into earth already disturbed by the passage of living dungeons. They’re the pests that come after the plague.

Large 2nd level troop [beast]
Initiative: +8

Mandibles +7 vs. AC—8 damage
Natural even hit: If the target is small (i.e., a gnome or halfling), the ankheg grabs it. While the ankheg is grabbing a creature, the only legal target for its mandibles attack is the grabbed creature.

C: Acid spit +7 vs. PD (one nearby enemy, plus any enemy the ankheg has grabbed)—5 ongoing acid damage
Limited use: 1/round, as a quick action.

Escape speed: At the end of the ankheg’s turn, roll a d6. If it’s equal to or less than the escalation die, the ankheg can move again as a free action. (Usually it’s trying to flee to a pre-dug burrow with a small-sized creature in its mandibles; ankhegs do burrow, but at slow speeds that aren’t relevant to combat rounds).

Nastier Specials
Text

AC	XX
PD	XX		HP XX
MD	XX
Mook: Kill one [monster name] mook for every XX damage you deal to the mob.

Basic Style Guide
For capitalization (less is more) and spelling. Here’s a partial list of terms so far:
13th Age, 13th Age (italics when referring to the system; rom when talking about the age)
ambiguous
archer (role)
Archmage
Armor Class, AC
attack
backgrounds
battle (when talking about fights)
cast
caster (role)
Charisma (ability score); charisma in general terms; Cha
conflicted
confused
Constitution (ability score); constitution in general terms; Con
Crusader
damage
dazed
Dexterity (ability score); dexterity in general terms; Dex
Diabolist
disengage
Dwarf King
dwarves
Elf Queen
elves (wood elf, high elf, dark elf)
Emperor
encounter (when talking about an interaction with NPCs in a general sense)
enemy (only use foe to avoid repetition)
engage
fear
full heal-up
gnomes
half-elves
halflings
half-orcs
hampered
helpless
heroic (not good)
High Druid
hit
humans
icon
icon advantages (benefits work too)
icon relationship dice
Intelligence (ability score); intelligence in general terms; Int
leader (role)
Lich King
Mental Defense, MD
mook (role)
negative energy
One Unique Things (or uniques)
Orc Lord
overworld
PC
Physical Defense, PD
player character
positive
Priestess
Prince of Shadows
quick rest
rally
recovery
skill checks
spoiler (role)
story-guide dice
Strength (ability score); strength in general terms; Str
stuck
stunned
the Three
troop (role)
unconscious
underworld
villainous (not evil)
vulnerable
weakened
Wisdom (ability score); wisdom in general terms; Wis
wrecker (role)
 
	Capitalize talent and class feature names: the Lay on Hands talent; the Smite Evil class feature
	Don’t capitalize character power names unless they have a proper name in them. Also, use italics on spells and powers. So “lightning bolt” or the “Dwarf King’s stone maul (made up name)”
	Monster type is lowercase small caps


Quick Searches on the Document
Replace “lighting” with “lightning” as appropriate
It’s “sahuagin” not “sahaugin”
US English not British English, so check your “au”s and “ou”s and double els (armour, neighbourhood, traveller: armor, neighborhood, traveler). Also the “c”s and “s”s (defence, recognize: defense, recognize) and watch the “re” words that should be “er” (sceptre, centre: septer, center)
use em dashes in text, not en dashes. There shouldn’t be spaces on either side of the dash (unless it’s web text, then sometimes en dashes are ok). En dashes are for page ranges and negative signs
	Scan each attack line to make sure it has the correct designation for the type of power:
	melee, nothing
R: ranged
C: close (and you always need to list targets)

Miscellaneous Style stuff
You generally don’t need to have paragraph breaks before or after headers. When laid out in InDesign and similar programs it makes for large breaks.
Monsters: when referring to a monster’s name, use lowercase unless a proper name is part of it. So “orc raider” but “Orc Lord’s elite raider.” Obvious proper names stay capped.
Monsters: when referring to the monster’s attacks, use lowercase and italics. The owlbear’s ripping beak attack.
When referring to a DC for a skill check, add a space between DC and the number, so DC 25, not DC25.
	Generally, stats use numerals, but you spell out numbers in text. “There are four orcs in the room.” The orcs have 40 hp.
	characters have powers and spells (songs and maneuvers are a subset of powers); monsters have abilities

for levels of characters and spells, use superscript; so 5th level spell, 3rd level character
it’s X hp or fewer, not less, and the hp comes first
gain a +X bonus to Y; take a –X penalty to Y; use en dash instead of hyphen for negative sign (you might “suffer” a condition but never a penalty)
magic items get italicized; only use caps for proper nouns or start of sentence; it’s axe not ax, btw. So +2 axe of vengeance
	easy save, save (or normal save), and hard save; usually . . . (save ends) or (hard save ends, 16+) include the number 6+ or 16+ on non-normal saves.
	5s and 6s not 5’s and 6’s
	it’s 10 damage, not 10 points of damage
you heal 20 hp, not you gain 20 hp
	Anytime you give a monster an extra attack/action of some type, list what type of action it requires (usually free).

When you get to heal using a recovery, you don’t need to say “as a free action” because it takes no action normally (so you can use it while unconscious)
	Use negative energy not necrotic


